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Promoting inclusive education and tackling early school leaving

 
 

School Education Gateway is an initiative of the European Union and funded by Erasmus+, the European 
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contained herein.

• Do you want to improve attendance or 
reduce drop-out?

• Are you lookiwng for ways to improve the 
involvement of parents in your school?

• Are you considering introducing more 
collaborative approaches to teaching and 
learning?

Then you may benefit from using the European 
Toolkit for Schools. The Toolkit promotes a whole 
school approach to improve inclusiveness and 
prevent early school leaving. It can help school 
heads, teachers and others identify the needs 
in prevention of early school leaving and find 
suitable solutions. The Toolkit collects evidence, 
documents and good practices of collaborative 
approaches in and around schools that can be 
implemented, in different school contexts. 

The Toolkit is divided in 5 areas

1. School  
governance

2. Teachers 3.Support to 
learners

4. Parental 
involvement

5. Stakeholders 
involvement

Each of the areas describes the challenges and proposes actions to introduce at school level. This 
is underpinned by research evidence, and followed by documents and examples from practice. 
Examples include detailed descriptions of change processes and materials such as manuals, videos 
or websites. Search and filtering tools can allow to find specific examples.

An on-line questionnaire allows users to identify their points of interest and receive a tailored 
report with selected resources (documents and practices). Users are invited to submit new resources 
through the online form; good practices from schools introducing successful initiatives are especially 
welcome. An Editorial Board supports the selection and updating of the Toolkit resources. 

 https://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/europeantoolkitforschools 
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